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ABSTRACT 
 
We are developing a distributed system for the tracking of people and objects in complex scenes and environments 
using biologically based algorithms. An important component of such a system is its ability to track targets from 
multiple cameras at multiple viewpoints. As such, our system must be able to extract and analyze the features of 
targets in a manner that is sufficiently invariant of viewpoints, so that they can share information about targets, for 
purposes such as tracking. Since biological organisms are able to describe targets to one another from very different 
visual perspectives, by discovering the mechanisms by which they understand objects, it is hoped such abilities can 
be imparted on a system of distributed agents with many camera viewpoints. Our current methodology draws from 
work on saliency and center surround competition among visual components that allows for real time location of 
targets without the need for prior information about the targets visual features. For instance, gestalt principles of 
color opponencies, continuity and motion form a basis to locate targets in a logical manner. From this, targets can be 
located and tracked relatively reliably for short periods. Features can then be extracted from salient targets allowing 
for a signature to be stored which describes the basic visual features of a target. This signature can then be used to 
share target information with other cameras, at other viewpoints, or may be used to create the prior information 
needed for other types of trackers. Here we discuss such a system, which, without the need for prior target feature 
information, extracts salient features from a scene, binds them and uses the bound features as a set for understanding 
trackable objects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 About iRoom2 
 
We are currently developing a multi agent system for noticing and tracking different visual targets. Several aspects 
of this system include individual noticing and acquisition of unknown targets as well as sharing that information 
with other agents so that they may track the same target or conversely choose to track a completely different target 
depending on what an agent believes is the best course of action (Mundhenk et al, 2003b). This paper is primarily 
concerned with a combined tracker that uses the saliency of targets to notice them. It then classifies them without 
strong prior knowledge (priors) of their visual feature, and passes the information about the targets to a tracker, 
which conversely requires prior information about features in order to track them. This combination of trackers 
allows us to find unknown, but interesting objects in a scene and classify them well enough to track them. 
Additionally, information gathered can be placed into a signature about objects being tracked and shared with other 
camera agents. 

                                                 
1 nathan@mundhenk.com; University of Southern California, 3641 Watt Way, HNB 10, Los Angeles Ca, 90089-2520 
2 Information at http://www.iroom.info and http://www.nerd-cam.com  
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1.2 Vision, tracking and prior information 
 
For most target acquisition and tracking purposes, prior information about the targets features is needed in order for 
the tracker to perform its task. For instance, a basic color tracker that tracks objects based on color needs to know a 
priori what the color of the target that it wishes to track is. If one is going to track a flying grape fruit, then one 
would set a tracker with a certain color of yellow and some threshold about which the color can vary. In general, 
many newer trackers use statistical information about an objects features which allow one to define seemingly more 
natural boundaries for what features one would expect to find on a target (Mundhenk et al 2003a). However, in 
order to deploy such a tracker, one needs to find the features, which describe the object prior to tracking. This 
creates two interesting problems. The first problem is that the set of training examples may be insufficient to 
describe the real world domain of an object. That is, the trainer leaves out examples from training data, which may 
hold important information about certain variants of an object. We might think for instance that of the fruits that fly 
by, oranges never do. As a result, we let our tracker have some leeway and track grapefruit that might even be 
orange in appearance. It might however turn out that we were wrong. At some point, an orange flies by and our 
tracker tracks it the same as a flying grapefruit. This can happen for several reasons, the first is that we had never 
observed an orange fly by and as such didn’t realize that indeed, they can fly by. Another reason is that the world 
changed. When we set up the tracker, only grapefruits could fly by. However, the thing that makes them fly, now 
acts on oranges, which may be an accidental change, for instance if an orange tree begins to grow in our flying 
grapefruit orchard. However, it might also be the case that someone has decided to start throwing oranges in front of 
our tracker. As such, the domain of trackable objects can change either accidentally or intentionally. In such a case, 
our tracker may now erroneously tracks flying oranges as flying grapefruit. 
 
As can be seen from our first example, our tracker might fail if someone tries to fool it. Someone starts throwing 
oranges in front of our tracker, or perhaps they might wrap our grapefruits in a red wrapper so that our tracker thinks 
they are apples. If we are selling our flying grapefruits and our tracker is supposed to make sure each one makes it to 
a shipping crate, it would fail if someone sneaks them by as another fruit. As such, once a dishonest person learns 
what our tracker is looking for, it becomes much easier to fool. This is seen in the real world in security applications, 
such as Spam filtering, where many email security companies have to update information on what constitutes Spam 
on a regular bases to deal with spammers who learn simple ways around the filters. It should be expected that the 
same problem would go for any other security application including a vision-based tracker.     
 
What is needed then for vision based tracking is the ability to be able to define it’s own priors. It has been proposed 
that gestalt rules of continuity and motion allow visual information to be learned without necessarily needing prior 
information about what features individual objects possess (Wertheimer, 1923; Prodöhl, Würtz & von der Malsburg, 
2003; Mundhenk et al, 2004b, Mundhenk & Itti 2005). That is, the human visual system does not necessarily know 
what it is looking for, but it knows how to learn how to look. This itself constitutes a kind of prior information one 
might consider meta-prior information. That is, information about what structure or meta-model is needed to gather 
prior information, such as Bayesian information, is itself a type of prior information. Using meta-prior information, 
an artificial agent might learn on its own how to form groups that can be used to create statistical relationships and 
build new prior information about what it wishes to track.  
 
1.3 Meta-prior information, Bayesian prior information and logical inductive Priors 
 
We propose that meta-priors are part of a spectrum of knowledge acquisition and understanding. At one end of the 
spectrum, are the rigid rules of logic and induction from which decisions are drawn with great certainty, but with 
which unknown variables must be sparse enough to make those reasonable decisions (figure 1). In the middle we 
place more traditional statistical methods, which either require what we will define as strong meta-priors in order to 
work or require Bayesian priors. We place the statistical machines in the middle, since they allow for error and 
random elements as part of probabilities and do not need to know everything about a target. Instead, they need to 
understand the variance of information and draw decisions about what should be expected. Alternatively, the meta-
prior does not make an inference about knowledge itself, but instead is used to understand its construction. From 
this, we then state, that meta-priors can lead to Bayesian priors, which can then lead to logical inductive priors. From 
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meta-priors we have the greatest flexibility about our understanding of the world and in general terms, the least 
amount of bias; whereas on the other end of the spectrum, logical inductive priors have the least flexibility, but have 
the greatest certainty.  
 
An ideal agent should be able to reason about its knowledge along this spectrum. If a probability becomes very 
strong, then it can become a logical rule. However, if a logical rule fails, then one should reason about the 
probability of it doing so. Additionally, new things may occur which have yet unknown statistical properties. As 
such, the meta-priors can be used to promote raw data into a statistical framework or to re-reason about a statistical 
framework, which now seems invalid.  
 
Using certain kinds of meta-prior information, many Bayesian systems are able to find groupings which can serve as 
prior information to other programs which are unable to do so themselves. However, most Bayesian models work 
from meta-priors that require a variety of strong meta-priors. For instance, the most common requirement is that the 
number of object or feature classes must be specified. This can be seen in expectation maximization, K-means and 
back-propagation neural networks, which need to have a set size for how many classes exist in the space they 
inspect. The number of classes thus, becomes a strong and rather inflexible meta-prior for these methods. 
Additionally, other strong meta-priors may include space size, data distribution types and the choice of kernel.     
 
The interesting thing about meta-priors is that they can be flexible or rigid. For instance, specifying you have several 
classes that are fit by a gaussian distribution is semi-flexible in that you have some leeway in the covariance of your 
data, but the distribution of the data should be uni-modal and have a generally elliptical shape. More rigid meta-
priors would be specifying a priori the number of classes you believe you will have. So for instance, going back to 
our grapefruit example, if you believe your data to be gaussian, you suspect that flying grapefruit have a mean color 
with some variance in that color. You can make a more rigid assumption that you will only see three classes such as, 
flying grapefruit, oranges and apples. All of these are of course part of the design process, but as mentioned prone to 
their own special problems. Ideally, an intelligent agent that wishes to reason about the world, should have the 
ability to reason with flexible weak meta-priors but then use those to define Bayesian like priors. Here we define 
weak meta-priors as having flexible parameters that can automatically adjust to different situations. So for instance, 

Figure 1: It is interesting to note how different AI solutions require different amounts of prior information in order to
function. Additionally, it seems that the more prior information a solution requires the more certainty it has in its results, but
the more biased it becomes towards those results. Thus we place solutions along a spectrum based on the prior information
required. Popular solutions such as Back Propagation Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines seem to fall in the
middle of the spectrum in essence making them green machines and earning them the reputation of being the 2nd best solution
for every problem. 
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we might set up a computer vision system and describe for it the statistical features of grapefruit, oranges and 
apples. However, the system should be able to define new classes from observation either by noticing that a mass of 
objects seem to be able to form their own category (Mundhenk et al 2004a) or through violation of expectation and 
surprise (Itti & Baldi, 2005). An example of the first is that if we cluster data points that describe objects, and if a 
new object appears such as a kiwi, a new constellation of points will emerge. An example of the second is that if we 
expect an apple to fly by, but see an orange, it suggests something interesting is going on. It might be that new fruit 
have entered our domain. In the first case, our learning is inductive, while in the second case it is more deductive.  
 
We thus define weak meta-priors to be situationally independent. That is, the meta-prior information can vary 
depending on the situation and the data. Ideally, information within the data itself is what drives this flexibility. So 
for instance, when selecting what is the most salient object in a scene, we might select a yellow ball. However, a 
moving gray ball may be more salient if presented at the same time as the yellow ball. Thus, the selection feature for 
what is most salient is not constantly a color, but can also be motion and it is the interplay of these features, which 
can promote the saliency of one object over the other. Yet another example is that the number of classes is not 
defined a priori as a strong meta-prior, but instead, variance between features causes them to coalesce into classes. 
So as an abstract example, the number of planets in a solar system is not pre-determined. Instead, the interplay of 
physical forces between matter will eventually build a certain number of planets. Thus, the physical forces of nature 
are abstractly a weak meta-prior for what kind of planets, and how many will be formed.   
 
1.4 The iRoom and Meta-prior information 
 
We are designing a vision system for following and tracking objects and people in a room or other spaces that can 
process at the level of weak meta-priors, Bayesian priors and even logical inductive priors. We then need artificial 
experts, which can use weak meta-priors to process information into more precise statistical and Bayesian form 
information. Additionally, once we know things with a degree of certainty, it is optimal to create rules for how the 
system should behave. That is, we input visual information looking for new information from weak meta-priors, 
which can be used to augment a vision system that uses Bayesian information. Eventually strong Bayesian 
information can be used to create logical rules. We will describe this process in greater detail in the following pages 
but give a brief description here. Using a biological model of visual saliency from the iLab Neuromorphic Vision 
Toolkit (INVT) we find what is interesting in a visual scene. We then use it to extract visual features from salient 
locations (Itti & Koch 2001; Mundhenk et al 2004b) and group them into classes using a non-parametric and highly 
flexible weak-meta prior classifier NPclassify (Mundhenk et al 2004a). This creates initial information about a 
scene: for instance how many classes of objects seem present in a scene, where they are and what general features 
they contain. We then track objects using this statistically priorless tracker but gain advantage by taking the 
information from this tracker and handing it to a simple tracker, which uses statistical adaptation to track a target 
with greater effectiveness. In essence, it takes in initial information and then computes its own statistical information 
from a framework using weak meta-prior information. That statistical information is then used as a statistical prior 
in another simpler and faster tracker.   
 

2. INVT SALIENCY, FEATURE CLASSIFICATION AND THE COMPLEX TRACKER 
 

There are several components used in the tracking system in iRoom. As mentioned, these start by needing less meta-
prior information and gather information that allows the tracking of targets by more robust trackers that require more 
information about the target. The first step is to notice the target. This is done using visual saliency. Here very basic 
gestalt rules about the uniqueness of features in a scene are used to promote objects as more or less salient (Koch & 
Ullman 1985; Itti & Koch 2001). This is done by competing image feature locations against each other. A weak 
image feature that is not very unique will tend to be suppressed by other image features, while strong image features 
that are different will tend to pop out as it receives less inhibition. In general, the saliency model acts as a kind of 
max selector over competing image features. The result from this stage is a saliency map that tells us how salient 
each pixel in an image is.  
 
Once the saliency of locations in an image can be computed, we can extract information about the features at those 
locations. This is done using a Monte Carlo like selection that treats the saliency map as a statistical map for these 
purposes. The more salient a location in an image is, the more likely we are to select a feature from that location. In 
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the current working version we select about 600 feature locations from each frame of video. Each of the feature 
locations contains information about the image such as color, texture and motion information. These are combined 
together and used to classify each of the 600 features into distinct classes. For this we use the non-parametric 
classifier NPclassify mentioned above. This classifier classifies each feature location without needing to know a 
priori the number of object feature classes or how many samples should fall into each class. It forms classes by 
weighting each feature vector from each feature location by its distance to every other point. It then can link each 
feature location to another, which is the closest feature location that has a higher weight. This causes points to link 
to more central points. Where a central point links to another cluster it is not a member of, we tend to find that the 
link is comparatively rather long. We can use this to cut links, thus, creating many classes.  In essence, feature 
vectors from the image are grouped based on value proximity. As an example, two pixels that are close to each other 
in an image and are both blue would have a greater tendency to be grouped together than two pixels in an image that 
are far apart and are blue and yellow.  
 
Once we have established what classes exist and which feature locations belong to them, we can statistically analyze 
them to determine prior information that will be useful to any tracker, which requires statistical prior information in 
order to track a target. Thus, we create a signature for each class that describes the mean values for each feature type 
as well as the standard deviation within that class. Additionally, since spatial locations play a part in weighting 
feature vectors during clustering, feature vectors that are classified in the same class tend to lie near each other. 
Thus, the signature can contain the spatial location of the class as well. Figure 2 shows the flow from saliency to 
feature classification and signature creation. 
 
The signatures we derive from the feature properties of each class exist to serve two purposes. The first is that it 
allows this complex tracker to build its own prior awareness. When it classifies the next frame of video, it can try 
and match each of the new objects it classifies as being the same object in the last frame. Thus, it is not just a 
classifier, but it can track objects on its own for short periods. Further, we can use information about targets to bias 

Figure 2: The complex feature tracker is a composite of several solutions. It first uses INVT visual saliency to notice objects
of interest in a scene. Independent Component Analysis and Principle Component Analysis (Hyvärinen, 1999) are used to
reduce dimensions and condition the information from features extracted at salient locations. These are fed to a non-
parametric clustering based classification algorithm called NPclassify, which identifies the feature classes in each image. The
feature classes are used as signatures that allow the complex tracker to compare objects across frames and additionally share
that information with other trackers such as the simple tracker discussed later. The signatures are also invariant to many view
point effects. As such they can be shared with cameras and agents with different points of view.  
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the classification process between frames. So for instance, we would expect that the second frame of video in a 
sequence should find objects like, if not the same as the first frame. As such, each classified object in any given 
frame, biases the search in the next frame, by weighting the classifier towards finding objects of those types. 
 
Signature creation is fairly quick, saliency computation is done in real time on eight 733 MHz Pentium III 
computers in a Beowulf cluster. The rest of the code runs in under 60 ms on an Opteron 150 based computer. This 
means we can do priorless classification and extraction of signatures at around 15 frames per second.   
 

3. THE SIMPLE FEATURE BASED TRACKER 
 
3.1 Linking, adapting, selecting and tracking 
 
Once a signature is extracted it can be feed to a faster and simpler tracking device. We use a multi channel tracker, 
which uses color thresholding to find candidate pixels and then links them together. This allows it to not only color 
threshold an image, but to segregate blobs and analyze them separately. So for instance, if it is tracking a yellow 
target, if another yellow target appears, it can distinguish between the two. Additionally, the tracker also computes 
color adaptation as well as adaptation over any channel it is analyzing. We compute for instance a new average 
channel value c (eq. 1.1) as the sum of all pixel values in this channel pc over all N pixels in tracked ‘OK’ blobs 

Figure 3: The Simple tracker works by taking in initial channel values such as ideal colors. These are used to threshold an
image and segment it into many candidate blobs. This is done by connecting pixels along scan lines that are within the color
threshold. The scan lines are then linked which completes a contiguous object into a blob. The blobs can be weeded out if
they are for instance too small or too far from where the target last appeared. Remaining blobs can then be merged back and
analyzed. Finding the center of mass of the left over blobs gives us the target location. By finding the average color values in
the blob, we can define a new adapted color for the next image frame. Thus, the threshold color values can move with the
object. 
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(as seen in figure 3) p from the current frame t  to some past frame t′ . In basic terms, this is just the average 
channel value for all the trackable pixels in several consecutive past frames. Additionally we compute σ , which is 
just the basic standard deviation over the same pixels. 
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Currently, we set a new pixel as being a candidate for tracking if for all channels that have a pixel value pc : 

 
(1.2) pc c cα σ α σ− ⋅ ≤ ≤ + ⋅  

 
Thus, a pixel is thresholded and selected as a candidate if it falls within the boundary of each channel that is its mean 
value computed from eq. 1.1 +/- the product of the standard deviation and a constant α . 
 
This allows the tracker to track a target even if its color changes due to changes in lighting. It should be noted that 
the simple tracker can track other features in addition to color so long as one can create a channel for it. That is, an 
RGB image can be separated into three channels, which are each gray scale images. In this case, we create one for 
red, one for green and one for blue. We can also create images that are for instance, the responses of edge 
orientation filters or motion filters. These can be added as extra channels in the simple tracker in the same manner. 
 
In addition to the basic vision functional components of the simple tracker, its code design is also important. The 
tracker is object oriented which makes it easy to create multiple independent instances of the simple tracker. That is, 
we can easily run several simple trackers on the same computer each tracking different objects from the same video 
feed. The computational work for each tracker is fairly low and four independent trackers can simultaneously 
process 30 frames per second on an AMD Athlon 2000 XP processor based machine. This makes it ideal for the task 
of tracking multiple targets at the same time.  
 
3.2 Using H2SV color space to track targets 
 
One of the difficulties in tracking targets in color is finding the right color space in which to describe targets. For 
instance, RGB color space has the difficulty that as lighting conditions change, the red, green and blue color values 
can all change. Thus, lighting changes can completely change the color of the target in RGB color space. A basic 
solution is to use HSV color space. This works by separating color into a hue color component, a saturation 
component and an intensity “value” component. This is advantageous in that as lighting conditions change, the hue 
component can remain stable and only the intensity value component will change to a large extent. A tracker can 
thus depend more on the hue component and less on the intensity value component. However, HSV too has its own 
difficulties. One of the largest obstacles to using HSV color is that the hue component is modulus. Hue ranges from 
0 to 360. At a value of 0, hue is basically red while if hue is set to 360 it is also red. This is because we have moved 
though all the colors of the rainbow and have circled back to red. When trying to compute the statistical properties 
of hue this can create difficulties. For instance, if a target is reddish, some of its pixels will range in value from 330 
to 360 while others will range from 0 to 30. This means that if we take the hue values at face, a reddish object will 
give us a bi-modal distribution if we histogram its hue pixel values. If we compute the mean in the standard way, we 
would be fooled into thinking the target is bluish-green which is the mean color that lies at the center of the two 
modes.  
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To address the problem of hues modulus properties, we have found that it is convenient to transform hue from radial 
coordinates to Cartesian coordinates. This gives us an “X” and “Y” value, which we call hue1 and hue2. As one can 
see from figure 4, with this kind of translation, hue is now bounded from 0 to 1 where 0 and 1 never meet as 0 and 
360 do in HSV hue. Additionally, for the sake of homogeneity, intensity V and saturation S are normalized to be 
between 0 and 1. From this conversion we see violet as well as red targets can be tracked without worry about 
accidentally creating a bi-modal distribution. Additionally, we now have two simple values, which can be feed into 
the tracker without needing to reprogram the tracker to work with modulus numbers.  
 
Another very interesting property can also be seen with H2SV color. When the transformation is adjusted by a small 
amount, hue1 becomes a red/green color opponency with red being 1 and green being 0, while hue2 becomes a 
blue/yellow color opponency with blue being 0 and yellow being 1. This is interesting because the human visual 
system works in red/green and blue/yellow color opponencies (Daw 1968; Gouras 1968; Dartnell, Bowmaker & 
Mollon, 1983). Thus, we not only make color easier for the tracker to handle, but we make it resemble the human 
visual system closer than otherwise. As such, since H2SV can be transformed back to HSV, and HSV has 
continuous hue as humans observe it, this also brings up the interesting question of whether humans have red/green 
and blue/yellow color opponencies in order to create the perception of the continuous spectrum.  
 

4. LINKING THE SIMPLE AND COMPLEX TRACKER 
 
In order for the simple tracker and the complex tracker to work together they have to be able to share information 
about a target. As such the complex tracker must be able to extract information about objects that is useful to the 

H2SV Regular Transformation H2SV R/G B/Y Transformation 

HSV Hue Value Hue1 Hue2 HSV Hue Value Hue1 Hue2 
0 <= Hue <= 90 1/2  + Hue/180 1 – Hue/180 0 <= Hue <= 60 2/3 + Hue/180 1 – Hue/120 
90 < Hue <= 180 1 – (Hue – 90)/180 1 – Hue/180 60 < Hue <= 120 1 – (Hue – 60)/180 1 – Hue/120 
180 < Hue <= 270 1 – (Hue – 90)/180 (Hue – 180)/180 120 < Hue <= 240 1 – (Hue – 60)/180 (Hue – 120)/240 
270 < Hue <= 360 (Hue – 270)/180 (Hue – 180)/180 240 < Hue <= 360 (Hue – 240)/180 (Hue – 120)/240 

Table 1: This table shows conversion of hue from HSV to H2SV for both the standard transformation and the red/green
blue/yellow transformation. If the hue value falls within the range specified in the left gray column, it is transformed to hue1
and hue2 using the basic formula to the right. Thus, a hue value of 200 would use the formulas in the third row and would
convert to a hue1 value of .389 from (1 – (200 – 90)/180) and a hue2 value of .111 from ((200 – 180)/180) in the regular
transformation.  

Figure 4: HSV hue is transformed into two new hue components hue1 and hue2. This is done by using a radial coordinate to
Cartesian coordinate transformation. We can use different powers of P in the exponents during transformation. If one sets P
to 2 then we get the standard transformation. Here we set P to 1, which gives the more linear look that is seen in our
transformation and in table 1. This is done because as HSV hue changes at a constant rate, we wish hue1 and hue2 to also
change at that same constant rate. If we set P to 2, the transformation would look sinusoidal and if HSV hue changes, hue1
and hue2 might change at different rates depending on which part of the curve we are transforming off of.   
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simple tracker (figure 5). Additionally, linking the simple tracker with the complex tracker creates an interesting 
problem with resource allocation. This is because each simple tracker we instantiate tracks one target at a time while 
the complex tracker has no such limit. A limited number of simple trackers can be created and there must be some 
way to manage how they are allocated to a task based on information from the complex tracker. 
 
We address the first problem by making sure both trackers work with similar feature sets. So for example, the 
complex tracker when it runs will examine the H2SV color of all the classes it creates. It then computes the mean 
color values for each class. This mean color value along with the standard deviation of the color can then be handed 
to the simple tracker, which uses it as the statistical prior color information for the object it should track.  
 
The second issue of resource allocation is addressed less easily. However, there are simple rules for keeping 
resource allocation under control. First, don’t assign a simple tracker to track an object that overlaps with a target 
another simple tracker is tracking in the same camera image. Thus, don’t waste resources by tracking the same target 
with two or more trackers. Additionally, since the trackers are adaptive we can find that two trackers were assigned 
to the same target, but we didn’t know this earlier. For instance, if accidentally one simple tracker is set to track the 
bottom of a ball and one the top of the ball, after a few iterations of adaptation, both trackers will envelop the whole 
ball. It is thus advantageous to check for overlap later. If we find this happening, we can dismiss one of the simple 
trackers as redundant. Additionally, our finite resources mean we do not assign every unique class from the complex 
tracker to a simple tracker. Instead, we try and quantify how interesting a target is. For instance, potential targets for 
the simple tracker may be more interesting if they are moving, have a reasonable mass or have been tracked by the 
complex tracker for a long enough period of time.  
 

5. RESULTS 
 
On the test videos used, the system described seems to work very well. A video of a man entering and leaving a 
room (figure 6) was shown five times to the combined complex and simple tracker. In each run, the man was noticed 
within a few frames of entering the cameras view. This was done without prior knowledge of how the target should 
appear and without prior knowledge of the room’s appearance. The features were extracted and a simple tracker was 
automatically assigned to track the man, which did so, until he left the room, at which point the simple tracker 
registered a loss of track. Interestingly enough, the tracker extracted a uniform color over both the man’s shirt and 
his skin. It was thus able to, on several instances, track the man as both his shirt and his skin. Thus, even though the 

Figure 5: The simple and complex trackers are linked by using the complex tracker to notice and classify features. The
complex tracker then places information about the feature classes into object feature class signatures. The complex tracker
uses these signatures to keep track of objects over several frames or to bias the way in which it classifies objects. The
signatures are also handed to simple trackers, which track the objects with greater proficiency. Here we see two balls have
been noticed and signatures have been extracted and used to assign each ball to its own tracker. The smaller target boxes on
the floor show that the simple tracker was handed an object (the floor), which it does not like and is not tracking. Thus, the
simple tracker has its own discriminability as was mentioned in section 3 and figure 3.  
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shirt was burgundy and the skin reddish, the combined tracker was able to find a statistical distribution for H2SV 
color that encompassed the color of both objects as unique from the color of objects in the rest of the room.  
 
The tracker was also tested on a video where a blue and yellow ball both swing on a tether in front of the camera. In 
five out of five video runs, both balls are noticed and their features extracted. Each ball is tracked as a separate entity 
by being assigned by the program its own simple tracker. Each ball is tracked until it leaves the frame, at which 
point the simple trackers register a loss of track. The balls even bounce against each other, which demonstrates that 
the tracker will trivially discriminate between objects even when they are touching or overlapping.  
 
In both video instances, objects are tracked without the program knowing the features of the object to be tracked a 
priori. Instead, saliency is used to notice different possible targets and the complex tracker is used to classify 
possible targets into classes. This was then used to hand target properties to the simple trackers as automatically 
generated prior information about the targets to be tracked. Additionally, the simple tracker will register a loss of 
track when the target leaves the field of view. This allows us to not only notice when a new target enters our field, 
but also when it leaves.  
 

Figure 6: This is a screen grab from a run of the combined tracker. The lower left two images show the complex tracker
noticing objects, classifying and tracking them. The signature is handed to the simple tracker, which is doing the active
tracking in the upper left window. The combined tracker notices the man entering the room and tracks him without a priori
knowledge of how he or the room looks. Once he walks off the right side, the tracker registers a loss of track and stops
tracking. The bars on the right side show the adapted actively tracked colors from the simple tracker in H2SV color. The
lower right image shows that many blobs can fit the color thresholds in the simple tracker, but most are selected out for
reasons such as expected size, shape and position.  
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The tracking was also aided by the use of H2SV color. Prior to using the H2SV color scheme, the purple shirt the 
man is wearing was split as two objects since the color of many of the pixels bordered on and even crossed into the 
red part of the hue spectrum. Thus, standard HSV created the bi-modal distribution described earlier. The usage of 
H2SV allowed us to now track the purple shirt as well as objects that are reddish in hue, such as skin. H2SV color 
also works for tracking of objects in the center of the spectrum, which we observed by tracking objects that are 
green, yellow and blue.  
 

6. DISCUSSION 
 
6.1 Noticing 
 
The most notable and important aspect of the current work is that we are able to track objects or people without 
knowing what they will look like a priori and we are able to do so quickly enough for real time applications. Thus, 
we can notice, classify and track a target fairly quickly. This has useful applications in many areas and in particular 
security. This is because we track something based on how interesting it is and not based on prior understanding of 
its features. Potentially, we can then track any object or person even if they change their appearance. Additionally, 
since we extract a signature that describes a target that is viewpoint invariant, this information can be used to share 
target information with other agents. This is very important since iRoom is being designed as a distributed camera 
agent environment.  
 
6.2 Mixed experts 
 
Additionally, we believe we are demonstrating a better paradigm in the construction of intelligent agents, one that 
uses a variety of experts to accomplish the task. The idea is to use a variety of solutions that work on flexible weak 
meta-prior information, but then use their output as information for a program that is more biased. This is founded 
on the idea that there is no perfect tool for all tasks and that computer vision is comprised of many tasks such as 
identification, tracking and noticing. To accomplish a complex task of noticing and tracking objects or people, it 
may be most optimal to utilize many different types of solutions and interact them. Additionally, by mixing experts 
in this way, no one expert necessarily needs to be perfect at its job. If the experts have some ability to monitor one 
another, then if one expert makes a mistake, it can possibly be corrected by another expert. It should be noted that 
this tends to follow a biological approach in which the human brain may be made up of interacting experts, all of 
which are interdependent on other expert regions in order to complete a variety of tasks.  
 
Another important item to note in the mixed experts paradigm is that while it may make more intuitive sense to use 
such an approach, new difficulties arise as our system becomes more abstractly complex. So as an example, if one 
works with support vector machines only, then one has the advantage of a generally well-understood mathematical 
framework. It is easier to understand a solutions convergence, complexity and stability in a system if it is relatively 
homogeneous. When a person mixes experts, particularly if the experts act very differently, the likelihood of the 
system doing something unexpected or even catastrophic tends to increase. Thus, when one designs an intelligent 
agent with mixed experts, system complexity should me managed carefully. 
 
6.3 System limitations and future work 
 
The system described has its own set of limitations. The work up to this point has concentrated on being able to 
notice and track objects in a scene quickly and in real time. However, its identification abilities are still somewhat 
limited. It does not contain a memory such that it can store and identify old targets in the long term. However, such 
an ability is in the works and should be aided by the ability of the tracking system to narrow the area of the image 
that needs to be inspected which should increase the speed of visual recognition.   
 
 

7. CONCLUSION 
 
The system described works well for noticing and tracking unknown targets. Additionally, it does so quickly. We do 
this by taking advantage of vision systems that use weak meta-priors such as INVT Saliency and NPclassify which 
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build information to be used by more statistically driven trackers such as the Simple Tracker. Both the complex and 
simple trackers use biological principles such as saliency and red/green blue/yellow color opponency which help to 
make the tracker more robust. The information provided by the trackers is also generic enough to be shared with 
other agent cameras for the purpose of distributed tracking.   
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